
DEKO FV Glass 
A 99.9% Glazed Folding Partition



Solid DEKO FV Folding Partitions are the obvious choice for 

some places in a building – and in other places DEKO FV Glass 

fully glazed folding partitions with their transparent look are the 

preferred method of dividing up large rooms into smaller units.

The fully glazed folding partition can be built into existing solid 

walls or combined with our fixed DEKO FG fully glazed parti-

tions to achieve a complete interior formed with single glazed 

partitions.

Folding partition with small visible trims

DEKO FV Glass partitions are built to suit the specific opening 

into which they are to be installed. As standard folding parti-

tions are supplied with small exclusive trims in the corners of 

glazed elements with a top track fitted in the ceiling structure 

and a guide rail on the floor.

The system is supplied with natural anodised aluminium trims 

and glazed elements of 10 mm toughened clear safety glass in 

individual module widths of up to 1000 mm. 

The trims can also be powder coated in other colours - and the 

folding partitions can be supplied with different types of glass.

Simple Space Planning



Decoration

Like our other DEKO glazed partitions, DEKO FV Glass is suitable 

for applied film in such designs as stripes, patterns or texts in 

various colours or frosted versions.

One or more glazed elements in the folding partitions can be 

supplied with coloured or frosted glass for both privacy and 

options to use the surfaces as whiteboards.

For additional privacy, Venetian blinds or drapes can be fitted.



Suspension, locking and stacking 

DEKO FV Glass is a top-hung system with continuous aluminium 

tracks fitted to structure with guide rails on the floor. The bottom 

trims on the glazed elements also function as locks to the guide 

rail.

If the folding partition is installed with an odd number of glazed 

elements, the last element always functions as a door. Options 

for door handles include a recessed handle, a knob, a bracket 

handle or a ball catch.

Installed with an even number of elements, the entire fully glazed 

folding partition can be supplemented with a DEKO FG pivot 

operated fully glazed door.

If locking of the door is required, the last element of the folding 

partition or door can be equipped with a corner lock at the floor.

DEKO FV Glass is easy to operate due to the connected glazed 

elements.

Fully glazed folding partitions are supplied both as single and 

double leafed partitions and side-hung for eccentric stacking.

DEKO FV Glass is also available with centre stacking arrangement 

– even with high height requirements.



DEKO FV Glass details

Examples of DEKO FV Glass stacking options

Ceiling connection at 
corner trim

For more detailed drawings and technical information go to  www.deko.com

Double-leaf - odd number of elements

Double-leaf - odd and even number of elements

Single-leaf - even number of elements

Single-leaf - odd number of element

Floor connection at 
corner trim
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DEKO partitions ltd was established in 1970 and presently has approximately 300 employees. DEKO is the leading producer of demountable,

glazed, and folding partitions in Scandinavia and distributes its product range to more than 40 countries worldwide including Europe, Africa,

and Asia in co-operation with established local distributors.


